
A baby panda—what they lack in physical activity, they 
sure make up in pure cuteness, as seen on the Live 
Cam from Zoo Atlanta.

The 1-month-old newborn, who won’t be named until he 
turns 100 days old following Chinese tradition, is smaller 
than a house cat but perfectly healthy.

“He looks great and is progressing well for this stage in 
his one month long life,” said Dr. Hayley Murphy, director 
of veterinary services for Zoo Atlanta.

He weighed in Thursday at 2.2 pounds and is just over a 
foot long during a weekly medical exam.

"His abdomen's really round and full and that's what we really like in a baby," said Dr. Hayley Murphy. "That just 
tells us he's eating well and his abdomen's full of milk."

This is the third cub for the cub’s mother, Lun Lun, who was inseminated earlier this year with the sperm of her 
mate, Yang Yang. The duo’s other cubs are Mei Lan, born in 2006, and Xi lan, born in 2008.

The cub continues to nurse with his 13-year old mother in their den, indicative of Lun Lun’s perfect              
temperament for accessing motherhood. Pandas mothers are famously known to reject their cubs.

“His mother is taking great care of him and has great maternal instincts,” said Murphy. “We checked his vital 
signs this morning and discovered that he’s in great shape, eating well and is an average size for a panda of 
his age.”

In the “Panda Cub Updates” section of Zoo’s Atlanta’s website, the cub is also beginning to resemble both his 
parents, with “his mother’s fluffy cheeks” and “his father’s big ears.”

Zoo Atlanta has had Lun Lun and Yang Yang for a decade. China own all of the pandas in the four zoos that 
host the animal in the United States, even the cubs that are born here.

Researchers estimate there are only 1,600 to 3,000 of the endangered species remaining in the wild, with 200 
in captivity.

Although the panda won’t be publicly unveiled until he starts walking at around 4-months-old, frenzied fans can 
still get a peak at the panda on the zoo’s online PandaCam.
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